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ALL HANDS:

REUNION ALERT NOTICE

All Hands
Be advised that the Queen Mary has just filed for BANKRUPTCY
as of Jan 20th 2021.
The QM has been closed since last May 2020
See page 2 for more details.

Keeping the sparkle alive
Tradition and my late mother dictate that I should be taking down my Christmas decorations on Twelfth Night, the Feast of the Epiphany or the Celebration of when the 4th wise man arrived after Christ was born.
Yet here I am, keeping our star lighted each night. The Christmas tree has
been dismantling along with its decorations. (Wise decision spurred on by all
those dropped needles.) My general mood could be summed up as Covid Dementia with No parties, travel, or extended family gatherings.
I was raised to think only crazy folk kept their Christmas decorations up after
Jan. 6th, but this year it feels like a sane response to a crazy demented world.
Never have so many people been in such urgent need of extended Yuletide
joy, as they find themselves under house arrest.
A quick look round the streets of Brisbane shows many locals are keeping the
spirit with their STARS all lit up in a tradition that is city wide during Holidays along with windows ablaze with lights. Who’s going to take down their
Christmas cards when many are just arriving, due to December’s slowed-down
postal service?
All this stemmed from the pagan belief you should shelter the tree and hedge
spirits from the worst winter storms before taking them outside to ensure regrowth and healthy crops. Who wants to be the cruel Grinch who throws the
Holly and Ivy gods into the January blizzards?

PT-109

August 2, 1943
Thanks to Ed and Rita
Obrachta for all the
Editing Support.
Hopefully, I have translated their instructions
correctly.

Social media posts attract thousands of followers, teaching how to make their
homes “soulful” by staying in tune with the seasons. In January this means
keeping key festive pieces in place and trying to maintain a little magic. I’ll
remove my Christmas tree and the baubles, But I’ll be keeping the wreaths up,
and the village and star light that can be seen miles away, as our little town we
live in is on side of a hill.
In the Age of Covid lockdown, families spend more time together over lockdown there’s more emphasis on the dining table as the beating heart of the
family’s celebrations.. The tablescape as I call it, where dining tables are
themed and decked-out to the nines. So Keep The Sparkle
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BANKRUPTCY filed Jan 20th 2021.
The QM has been closed since last May and all my points of contacts are no longer responding.
Includes the current owner of the QM the City of Long Beach.
We still have a Tentative agreement with the QM for reunion in September 20th 24th
I am not sure if this is still valid or not.
Eagle Hospitality the current developer who has a 66 year lease to operate the QM and develop the 65 acres.
Eagle Hospitality has $500 Million in liabilities pending this Bankruptcy.

How does this impact the Association ? And what are our plans ?
First of all with the COVID pandemic still running rampant and the slow distribution of a vaccine
dictating our direction. We certainly do not wish to put any of our crew members at risk.
No decisions to Cancel or Relocate to Alternate site will be made until late April.
 We will be looking for a new site As We have some time to decide.
 We need your help.
 Just how many would attend if the reunion would be held this year 2021, or next year 2022 ?
 Hillard Means ask that you advise the Association so we can move forward.
 A Simple Email with your name and number attendees in your party will do.
 Since this Association is a combination of several ships YOUR input is very important.

We need to know what you would like to do.
 Email us your comments at: AD24history@gmail.com
We will post via Email & Web Pages our plans and your comments.
Thanks G.Adams


Please note that we have only two crew members listed in
our TAPS Memorial section.
If this was true it is wonderful,.
I think our E-mail news letter is not reaching all our crew
Or they are not reading it ?
So if you know any one who has passed away please advise
so we can owner them.
Email us at AD24 History@gmail.com
Or
CTA71224@gmail.com

Thomas Rowe Lynch AV12
Willard Charlton AV12 55-60 X Div. Duncanville TX

Ship Ball Caps are Still Available
The Hats run just $18 Each
Shipping Included
Drop me a check and I will send you one. Or two
Advise on which hat you want.
Hat Patches still $ 6 Shipping Included
Send your check to: Gary Adams CTA
132 San Benito Rd Brisbane, Ca 94005.
Note: We make no Profits from this sale it is a service
Provided to our Crew members.
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The Coconut & PT-109
In August of 1943, Trish’s Dad was aboard the USS Grayson DD435 The only one of the 4 Gleaves Class destroyers to survive the War in the Pacific,. All 4 were assigned defense of Solemn Islands in and around Guadalcanal.
On August 2, 1943, it was a cloudy, moonless night with patches of dense fog in the south pacific.
Yes, Fog along with 15 other PT Boats heading north through Ferguson passage to the
Blakett Strait between GIZO and Kolombangara Island. (Kolombangara is the round Island on the Map Page 4) They were to block
or attack the anticipated the Japanese destroyers that were to replenishing & reinforcing a garrisons that was on northern tip of
Kolombangara Island.
PT109 was one of the 15 Boats on patrol. As
everyone knows it was manned by one 26
year old Navy lieutenant, John F. Kennedy.
(See Photos) Prior to PT109 fateful event,
this was the largest single use of PT boats in
the war.
Many of the Boats did not have radar, and Communications were
very poor so PT109 and 2 other boats cruised about aimlessly in the
fog and darkness, unable to locate enemy ships and were not aware
of the conflict ongoing with 8 other Boats firing over 24 Mark 8
Torpedoes, with zero hits on the 4 Japanese Destroyers going to the
Island. Many of the Torpedoes that were fired exploded prematurely or ran at the wrong depth, due to faulty calibration of detonators.
Note: A problem that plagued the Navy Early in the War.
Later PT109, PT-162 & PT-169 were ordered
to continue the patrolling of the area.
(They had no real Idea where they were at)
Kennedy and his crew aimlessly patrolled the
area as Japanese destroyer (Amagiri) was returning from off loading their supplies and 902
soldiers. The Amagiri was running through the
strait at a relative
high speed 23 to
40 knots in order
to reach safe harbor by dawn,
when US air patrols were likely
to appear.
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The 109 had both engines Idling, as the Boats were fixed drive and ran
Allison or Aircraft engines. Idling kept the Phosphorescence down so
Enemy float planes could not see them in the dark or through the Fog, the
planes had taken two PT boats out the
day before. Float Planes were something
we did not have except PBY’s Not
Fighters.

The Amagiri altered her course slightly
as it pierced through the fog and sliced
the small Patrol boat in half. (They had radar). An enormous fireball filled the sky,
and two men aboard the 109 were killed.
Kennedy and ten other survivors huddled
around the wreckage that was drifting further away from Ferguson Passage and was
slowly sinking (This was the bow section).
They realized their best chance for survival
was to swim to a nearby island before the
Destroyer returned or the wreckage was
spotted in the
morning (They had no Idea that the destroyer would not return) The Fog was a blessing
in this case.
Kennedy a former member of Harvard swim team, personally towed one of his wounded
comrades with his teeth for five hours through shark and crocodile infested waters to
Plum Pudding Island (Now Kennedy Island) There was no food, water or even Cocoanuts to supplement there meager supplies. This was a very small Island (100 Yards in
Diameter. (See Photo) The Crew had to Swim and drag other wounded to two other Islands to a location closer to Ferguson passage to attempt to hail an American PT Boat,
and away from Enemy held islands. This Island were only 2 to 3 miles apart but current was not always favorable.
After several days, the men flagged down two Solomon Island natives passing in a canoe, who agreed to take a message to allied forces. The message was carved into
coconut shell.
“ NAURIO ISL COMMANDER NATIVE
KNOWS POS’IT. HE CAN PILOT.11 ALIVE.
NEED SMALL BOAT. KENNEDY “.
The islanders delivered the coconut, and the men
were soon rescued.
Years later, Judge Ernest W. Gibson Jr. a Colonel
in the Pacific during the war, surprised the newly
elected President Kennedy with a gift.
It was the coconut he had carved his message into.
Kennedy had it encased in plastic and was on his
desk throughout his presidency.
Today, it is on permanent display at John F. Kennedy Library in Boston. (See Photo next page)
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The Coconut that Saved JFK and his
crews lives. See Photo Below.
Red Dot Ghizo Island
Round Island Kolombangare
Guadalcanal is South this Islands
Group See Map of Solomon Islands.
The Emphamess Slot lies between
this two Island Groups

Two Crewman Killed
Seaman Andrew J Kirksey
Seaman Harold W. Marney
Two others were badly injured and
burned when the boat exploded .

Kennedys PT Base on Tulagi,s Rendova Island Check out Black White
Map top of page 4
Japanese Destroyers would cruise
from the Solomon’s Bougainvill Island,
through the Strait to Vila Plantation
that is on Kolombangara Island
Thanks to the Following Sites:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patrol_torpedo_boat_PT-109
http://www.navsource.org And a short article from R D ?

Prior to the war The Japanese had
surveyed most of the Island passages,
the US had not.
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